SHELTER/NFI ANALYSIS REPORT
Field with (*) and italicized questions are mandatory. For checkboxes (☐), tick all that apply.
Use charts from mobile data collection (MDC) wherever possible.

1. General Information
Location*
(State/County/Payam/Boma/Village)
Alert Date* (first time the location
mentioned to the Cluster)
Analysis Dates*

Central Equatoria, Juba County, Rajaf Payam and DON BOSCO
21st April 2020
From _27 to 28 April 2020_

2. Location Information
Report Date* (date completed)

30 April 2020

GPS Coordinates*

Latitude:

Type of settlement (PoC, informal camp,

Collective Site

Longitude:

etc.)

3. Team Details* (Indicate the team leader)
Name
Organisation
Title
Lavrick Peter William
HDC
CCE /PROTECTION OFFICER
Taban Augustine
HDC
PMT Enumerator
John Duot
HDC
PMT Enumerator
Jouch Bul
HDC
PMT Enumerator
Chagai John
HDC
PMT Enumerator
Deng Barnaba
HDC
PMT Enumerator
Did the team read the S/NFI project indicators?
4. Desk Research: Displacement, Movement, and Conflict Trends

Contacts: Email/Mobile/Sat Phone
Larvick.peter@hdcafrica.org 0920202030
0923432400
0920008222
0924957555
0927395976
0924754936
☒ Yes
☐ No

NOTE: TO BE CONDUCTED BEFORE DEPARTURE TO AFFECTED AREAS
What triggered the analysis?

Is this a cyclical or seasonal
displacement? When were the past dates
of conflict displacement?
Possible sources: INSO, DTM, REACH, WFP,
CSRF, SFPs, FSL IMO, HSBA, VAM

List all previous S/NFI and food
distributions in this area in the past two
years, with key details (types of items,
date, # beneficiaries, bomas). Do people
come only during food drops and other
aid? Has aid affected displacement and
conflict in this area? If so, how?
Possible sources: SFPs, S/NFI and FSL Cluster
IMOs, WFP IMO, REACH, DTM, Static NGOs,
INSO, CSRF, HSBA, VAM

Housing, Land, and Property issues? What
mechanisms are in place to handle HLP
disputes? What groups (ethnic,
displacement status, gender, age) are
marginalized by land ownership?
Republic of South Sudan

The IDPs were displaced to DON BOSCO when conflict broke out in 2013
and 2016. Some of their shelter were recently blow off by heavy rains on
15th of April and are in critical need of support
N/A for DB IDPs which is protracted settlement.

Source: HDC protection, DRC
UNHCR conducted last SNFI items distribution to the most vulnerable
person with specific needs in 2019 through HDC protection team; the
items included plastic sheets, Jerry cans, Solar lamps and mosquito nets.
The items were given to 128 HHs.
Mother & Child Development Agency (MACDA) support in food
distribution through World Food Programe (WFP) and Don BOSCO also
supplement every month.
The entire population of IDPs in DON BOSCO depend on humanitarian
assistance to cope with the crisis
Source: HDC Protection team DON BOSCO Management.
During need analysis exercise, there was no incident of land conflict and
grabbing reported in Don camp. If such case are reported the Don BOSCO
camp management are responsible to deal and handle
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Source: HDC protection team
Possible sources: SSLS, HLP WG, Protection
Cluster, NRC’s or IOM’s HLP office

What aid actors are static in this location?
What aid actors visit regularly?
Possible sources: SFPs, OCHA IMU, REACH,
VAM

What community groups have already
been in place in this location? PwD
committees? Women’s groups?
Possible sources: SFPs, InterNews, CCE
Working Group

Have any risk or security assessments
been done in this area? Are there
cantonment sites nearby?
Possible sources: INSO, WFP, CSRF, SFPs,
UNDSS, Insight Security

Have any market assessments been
conducted here, or cash-based
interventions?
Possible sources: IACWG, SFPs, FSL Cluster
IMO

The aid actors in the area include IRC, ISRAAID, HDC PROTECTION, UNHCR,
DRC. They have different activities which are here in detail :ISRAAID : Dealing with GBV
HDC/UNHCR : dealing with general protection
HI: implementing Protection of Disability persons
DRC : dealing with the Community engagement for WASH activities
IRC : GBV
JCCP : GBV and community engagement
CCC : dealing with Child Protection
PEACE WIND JAPAN : dealing with WASH
OVCI : Dealing with Health (mobile clinic)
World Vision : Dealing with nutrition
Source: HDC protection
There is well organized community structure elected by Don BOSCO
management, they consist of Camp leaders, youth group and Community
Based Protection Network (CBPN) that ensure safety within the
community in the Camp.
Source: HDC Protection, IRC
No security assessment was done in DON BOSCO, but the site is protected
by private security guards hired by DON BOSCO management.
There is no nearby cantonment site.
Source: HDC Protection
There was no market assessment done in Don bosco, but there is nearby
market in Gumbo –Shirikat, where SNFI materials are sold.
WFP is currently implementing food distribution in Old camp using Cash
based intervention.
Source: HDC protection

Map of area:
(hand sketched or official map)

Republic of South Sudan
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Summary of Population Type / Numbers
Where possible, teams can paste a chart instead of entering all of the data below.

Population Count from: __Camp Manager_
(source)

HH:1,388

Individuals: 12,115

Population Count observed by team

HH: 946

Individuals:6,622

Population breakdown
Rough calculation based on questionnaire; team
decides how to calculate

Men _13__% / Women _28__% / Boys _23__% / Girls _36__%
Heads of HH: 409

Population Count to target:
(i.e. Population in Need of S/NFI access)
Population details: origin, plans to stay,
available lists, breakdown, and sources
If returnees, what is their status? Do they
still have needs? Have they integrated with
the community?
(Section II of the HH Questionnaire)

POPULATION RESIDING IN SETTLEMENT SITE
☐ IDP directly affected by conflict
Republic of South Sudan

Camp HHs
Individuals: 2,863
Old
182
New 227
The population is comprised of IDPs displaced when civil war broke out
in 2013 and 2016; IDPs were forced under protection of DON BOSCO
management. They were provided with humanitarian assistance
including SNFI items, food assistance, health and WASH items.
Due to heavy rains and wind on 15th April most of the plastic sheeting of
roofings and walls were torn and most were already worn out. Rapid
assessment was done; the team found out that most of the shelters
need to be renovated. HDC only assessment 409 Households/Shelters.
The DON BOSCO management denied Humanitarian from accessing the
area because of increase in Coronavirus cases on Tuesday 28th April in
Juba. This is done as a measure to protect the IDPs. Initially there was
restricted controlled access and through request, can be granted.
Initially the complaints were reported to HDC SNFI project officer who
consulted with Camp management to only distribute plastic sheets as
item needed most and also other items are yet to be completely
supplied to the pipeline. HDC project manager contacted SNFI cluster
for approval before any step was taken.
The population residing is still waiting for total peace in order to return
to their home. They are still not integrated within the community.
POPULATION IN NEED OF SUPPORT FOR S/NFI ACCESS
☐ IDP directly affected by conflict
www.sheltercluster.org
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☐ Host directly affected by conflict
☐ Host directly affected by conflict
☐ IDP affected by disaster: __________
☐ IDP affected by disaster: __________
☐ Host affected by disaster: __________
☐ Host affected by disaster: __________
☐ Refugees from: ___________
☐ Refugees from: ___________
☒ Protracted IDPs (living in collective site for 1+ years) ☒ Protracted IDPs (living in collective site for 1+ years)
☐ Returnee: government-facilitated
☐ Returnee: government-facilitated
☐ Other returnee
☐ Other returnee
☐ Population in transit to: ________________
☐ Population in transit to: ________________
☐ Un integrated
☐ Un integrated
5. Protection/Vulnerability Concerns and Power Dynamics
Do people feel safe here?
☒ Yes __25__%
☒ No _56___%
☒ Somehow __19__%
Indicate % of how many people say “yes”,
so on
75 % of the household interview said they are unsafe because they lack
privacy and also most of shelters are damaged by the heavy rains and wind
which exposes them to bad weather especially rain season and can also
lead to protection risk.
According to Assessment team most of the IDPs are women and
adolescent girls.
How would services coming to this
location affect safety?

☒ Beneficiaries would be safer
☐ Beneficiaries would be less safe
☐ Service provider would not be safe
☒ No effect on security

What are the specific protection concerns
and considerations?

What input did Protection partners provide?
Currently because of lockdown No protection partner is doing Activities

Indicate if there is an attached Protection
Assessment for further information.

What stood out in the Safety Audit?
NO safety audit was conducted in this current assessment

What are the vulnerability dynamics?

☒ Children at Risk (CR): #___
☐ Unaccompanied/Separated child: #___
☐ Other person at Risk (ER): #___
☒ Women at Risk: #____
☐ Single parent/caregiver (SP): #___
☒ Disability (DS): #___
☐ Serious medical condition: #___
☐ Minorities/ Detached from community: #____
Power Dynamics: Who controls in the community?
IDPs are controlled by camp leaders who are elected by Don BOSCO Parish
priest to address safety concerns. This group includes Two Female block
leaders, youth leader and women group who normally represent them in
any community gathering within the camps.
Men control at household level and they are decision makers. However,
women-headed households are the majority in the camp.
Who provides?
Displaced are mostly women, who take care of their households and
provide food and other essential needs through collection of firewood,
working in restaurants, etc.

Republic of South Sudan
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Some men also do participate in providing household assistance but
mostly they depend on humanitarian assistance
Explain key aspects of the HLP situation,
particularly any risks community
members face in accessing land. What
local documentation exists to protect
people?

There are no registered cases of HLP issues such as land grabbing and
forced evictions.

(Refer to Section V of the HH Questionnaire. Attach land
documentation where possible. Include how men and
women are affected differently, issues around occupation,
and issues around land disputes.)

6. Community group questions
How many kilometres and hours away is
the closest water point by foot (one
way)?
What type of water sources are used for
drinking water?
How many kilometres and hours away is
the closest functioning health clinic by
foot (one way)?

_30__ Metres
__Less 5 minutes_ by foot
There is borehole within the IDPs camp.
☐ River
☐ Hand-dug well
☐ Other ____________________

☒ Borehole
☐ Tap stand
_10_ km

__10 Minutes__ by foot

Specific illnesses reported in the area

OVCI who were running mobile clinic within IDPs camps have recently run
out of funding.
Malaria, Diarrhoea and TB

What type of food sources does the
community use?

☐ Farming
☐ Fishing
☐ Market
☐ Wild fruits
☒ Other _Food assistance from WFP and some got
from DON BOSCO management___

When was the last harvest in the area?

Started: _________

Area prone to severe rapid onset
flooding?

☐ Yes

Preferred communication
channels/methods?
7. S/NFI Observations and Findings
What NFI or Shelter materials (if any) are
available in the market for purchase, or
available through utilizing natural
resources?

Ended: ________

☐ No

☐ Extremely rare

The community mostly inform DON BOSCO management who then
communicate to protection partner or contact focal point partner on email
or through phone calls.
ITEM
NA

COST IN MARKET
NA

NATURAL RESOURCE
NA

List the cost if it is available in the market.
Write “n/a” where no market or resources
exist. Explain how the item is made/used from
natural resources, if any.

General level of activity (buying/selling) in
market?

☐ Busy
☐ Good
☒ Slow
☐ Other ____________________
General summary of market assessment:

If active, refer to the Market Assessment
questions.

No market assessment was conducted. Because of the lock down, most of
the shops selling Non-food items are closed.

Republic of South Sudan
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Explain the community’s ways of
supporting themselves.
(Section IV of HH Questionnaire)

Majority of IDPs are supporting themselves with food ratio received from
WFP every month, and those who don’t have buy from market through
earning from their daily work inside and outside of Camp.

Do the population have access to tools?

☐ Yes

How do they shelter themselves and
support their household NFI needs
without aid support?

The IDPs have erected temporary shelters after distribution in 2017.
According to Assessment team Some households sell their food ratio to
buy plastic sheets for sheltering themselves (market type of plastic sheet
seen) and their household property. Other work on daily jobs to buy SNFI
items.
☐ Grass
☐ Bamboo
☐ Trees
☐ Other ____NA____
☒ More/less normal for South Sudan
☐ Emergency level of need
☐ Strained resources / cannot share
1,300

Fully explain the community’s coping and
resilience strategies.

What shelter materials are available for
collection in the natural environment?
If people are generally hosting, what is
the host’s general condition?
Number of shelters counted
Number of HH with no form of shelter
(and source)
Number of individuals sharing each
shelter (average)
What are the top S/NFI priorities?
List in order of priority

Remember that a person requesting an
item might not have strong justification;
or “access to an item” needs proper
protection analysis from the Safety Audit

1 – Plastic sheets.

☒ No

☐ Limited

73
5-7 Individual sleeping in each shelter.
WHY?
Explain thoroughly why each item was given its priority # designation.
Cite: coping mechanisms, health issues, weather-related information, lifethreatening risks, market/nature availability, protection risks, preference of
beneficiaries, and observations.
WHAT CONCERNS ARE THERE WITH THE RECOMMENDED ITEM?
Consider the recommended items in the context of the community where
you will distribute: Are they accustomed to using this item? Has the
community used this item before (and if so, what did the PDM reveal)?
How does the item fit into the environment in which they live?
IDPs live in temporary shelter, the plastic sheet provided protection from
sun heat and rain. Due to heavy rain and wind, most of the plastic were
torn and worn out and there is need to replace them. This is also the rain
season and most of the families are at risk of contracting pneumonia,
malaria, cold and other related diseases. It will also worsen the state of
those who are chronically ill of TB and other illnesses.

2–
3–
[4] –
[5] –
Photos of S/NFI situation:

Republic of South Sudan
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Enumerators during household interviews

Shelter roof blow off by Heavy wind.

8. Methodology

☒ Desk research
☒ Observation
☐ Key informant interviews: #_______
☒ Household interviews: # _________
☐ FGDs: # _________
☐ CFM: # _____ (attach complaint
record)

Additional notes on methodology used:
HDC project officer consulted with HDC protection team, as a part of desk
research to find out if there has been any SNFI distribution before and
when, who benefited and what other partners are available and their
activities.
HDC CCE/Protection officer met with DON BOSCO camp manager to
discuss their activities regarding households whose shelters were
destroyed by heavy rains and winds.
They also discussed about the Coronavirus prevention measures when
conducting response. Especially social distancing while conducting
household assessments.
HDC enumerators were trained to conduct the Household, briefed about
the targeting criteria and also on COVID-19 prevention measures.
Observation in and out the shelter to determine the damaged per shelter,
assess the number of plastic sheet to renovate both the roofs and walls.
How much time did the team spend on the ground?
The team spend 2 days conducting Rapid Household assessment.

AAP / Communications & Community Engagement
How has the S/NFI team:
- engaged the community, beyond the gatekeepers?
Before the assessment the Project manager informed the Camp manager through email to aware him about the
response and SNFI CCE /Protection officer engaged the Camp manager and block leaders to discuss idea of the
response, the community leader gave their suggestion and recommendation regarding the intervention.
The team however went ahead to do household assessments to engage those in need beyond the gate keepers
- empowered community members?
The community were empowered through guidance on how response will be conducted and emphasis was put on how
to prioritize most vulnerable and define the vulnerability criteria
The team worked closely with the community leaders including the youth. These helped them understand the process
of response. They were told to prioritize the most vulnerable as there are limited resources.

Republic of South Sudan
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- adjusted the intervention because of community feedback, thus far?
According to meeting with camp manager upon arrival to the Camp, the SNFI CCE/SNFI protection briefed the Camp
Manager that they would have assessed the households for 5+ days, but because of increased cases of coronavirus in
Juba and also upcoming rains, the exercise will be done rapidly within 2-3 days.
- implemented feedback mechanisms?
The complaints were received through protection team and follow up were made by HDC SNFI team immediately

9. ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Check all that apply:
☐ NFI intervention recommended
☒ Shelter intervention recommended
☐ No intervention recommended
☐ Cash intervention recommended* (Type: _________)
☐ Training activity recommended
☒ Continue to monitor needs
☐ Integrated sector response recommended; sectors: _______________________________
*CBI: Communities targeted with CBIs are those with functioning markets, low risk for negative/unsafe consequences, trader capacity, government acceptance,
intention to stay in a location, and a monitoring system. Refer to the IACWG guidance notes for using CBIs.

Explanation
Justify the recommendation by pulling
facts from different sections of this report
(e.g. these IDPs need in-kind now
because: there are no markets, no clinics,
long foot travel is dangerous, they have
been stuck for over a year, the people live
next to a swamp, and the area is
inaccessible during rainy season; cash
project should start after food distribution
because people’s highest priority is food
and they have no livelihoods)

Define targeting criteria
How did the team define “vulnerability”?
Explain how the target group is unable to
help themselves with S/NFI. This is NOT
determined by the Protection partners.

Based on the team direct observation, Household interviews, meeting with
the Camp management, the response team recommends In-kind
distribution of Items based on the damages of the shelter than Cash Based
Intervention, because of outbreak of coronavirus most of the shops selling
Shelter materials are shut down.
Household shelter structures are constructed with plastic sheeting, pole
and bamboos. Because they have over stayed most of them appear
broken, are eaten by termites and the plastic sheets are torn and worn
out.

Specify which type of people you will target, and why they need help in
safely accessing S/NFIs:
☒ Elderly:
☒ PLWs:
☒ Children:
☐ Un integrated:
☐ No access to market:
☒ Other: No access to plastic sheet
If a HH has 2+ of the above-mentioned criteria
Camp leaders, Women group and Community Base Protection Network
(CBPN) will be engaged in registration to avoid duplication of Households
If this community has received S/NFIs in the past year
No item was distributed in DON BOSCO since 2017 and it targeted 128 HH
people with specific needs. With the current assessment the team
observed that most of the shelter needs to be renovated.

Specify items and quantities to be
distributed
Refer to Section 8’s prioritized items (no
need to repeat the information).
Republic of South Sudan

S/NFI Types / #s per Head of HH:
(Explain calculations)
Total No of HH
Items to be distributed
with severity
Plastic sheet
damage
www.sheltercluster.org

Quantity of items
1,162 pieces
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409
The number of the items/plastic sheets per Household will vary depending
on the damage of the shelter severity.

Communications/AAP
What key messaging should go with the
response? (e.g. material usage, health
information, how to cook, HLP awareness,
GBV referral mechanisms)
How will team continue receiving
feedback? From Section 9, how will the
team build on already existing AAP efforts
during response?








The team will use community outreach volunteers to help inform
the community about the distribution message and the time and
the day of distribution.
HDC protection team, Community outreach volunteers and
community leaders and SNFI CCE /Protection officer will be part of
Complaint Feedback Mechanism committee to handle complaints
regarding distribution.
The HDC protection team will be involved to ensure that the most
vulnerable are considered first during distribution.
HDC CCE/Protection will also be conducting rapid monitoring.
S/NFI will engage the community leaders and beneficiaries to
understand and explains to beneficiaries that HDC will only serve
those Household which are completely worn out or totally
damaged.

Key considerations for distribution:
☐ Airstrip* (List plane types: __________________)
☐ UNHAS destination (Frequency/schedule of flights: _____________)
☐ River access (Explain: __________________________)
☒ Footing access (Explain: ____________________________)
☒ Road access
Other logistics information for people and cargo:
Items can be transported using Road transport from Juba IOM warehouse to Don BOSOC stores, where partners are
keeping their items before distribution.
Where/how the distribution will take place:
 The distribution of plastic sheeting will take place in Don BOSCO distribution centre where food distribution
happened, it will follow WFP SoP for Distributions.
 Before distribution HDC will sensitize the community about the coronavirus preventive measures and during
distribution hand washing buckets with soap will be put both at the entry and exit of the site. HDC SNFI team
will wear PPE to avoid contracting and spreading of the virus.
 Social distancing will be encouraged and the team will not allow physical contact with beneficiaries and
anyone.
 HDC Protection team will be engaged to handle referrals of protection cases. Priority will be given to most
vulnerable household to be served first.
Security/Access issues:
There was no case of insecurity reported in and out the camp. But humanitarian were not allowed to access the area
site because of outbreak and increase cases of coronavirus in Juba.
Protection concerns, push/pull factors:
 According to Camp chairman he said most IDPs are tired and fade up of lack of SNFI support. Few others were
not willing to be assessed because they said they were assessed in March but No response took place.
 The SNFI only target beneficiaries within the camp and those registered with DON BOSCO IDP’s site. Hence will
not be a pull factor
Other actors/stakeholders with whom S/NFI staff can work:
Republic of South Sudan
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HDC protection team need to handle protection related issues and address complaints.
HDC SNFI CCE/Protection officer will conduct Rapid monitoring using AAP tools.

Next steps
Recommendation for other sectors:
Immediate next steps

Timeline

Who is responsible

1

7th -8th May
2020

HDC SNFI team and PMT enumerators

12th -14th May
2020

HDC SNFI team and PMT enumerators

Immediate Registration and verification of
beneficiaries after the approval of need analysis
report

2

Distribution of SNFI items

3

4

5

Please submit to scsouthsudan-pipeline@googlegroups.com
If distribution is recommended, include the completed Pipeline Request Form

Republic of South Sudan
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ANNEX: DESK RESEARCH SOURCE CONTACTS
SOURCE

CONTACT INFORMATION

Republic of South Sudan
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